
AGGLOPOLISH GOLD SEAL
special polishing powder containing natural resins

Line
polishing powders

Function
AGGLOPOLISH GOLD SEAL is the ideal product for:
-increasing the shine degree on new materials not specially shining, without to repeat a new and costy
polishing operation
-increasing the shine degree of color materials
-recovering of the gloss of marble and agglomerate floors having lost the original shine
-restoring the shine of marble floors avoiding the frequent crystallizations (frequent crystallization may
cause the alteration of the original and natural look of the marble).

Materials
Marbles and agglomerates

How to use
The surface to be polished must be perfectly cleaned without any trace of alien substance; it is suggested
the cleaning by using Neutrex, universal cleaner. 
Spread 30 to 60 grams of product per square meter (abt. 1-2 tablespoons) and dampen the area by
spraying water till to obtain a milky/creamy consistency.
Put the felt/pad of the traditional polishing machine or single-brush machine on the milky/creamy mixture
and polish with continous and constant rotating motion. Work 2-3 square meters time by time for a more
homogeneous polishing.  
Friction will cause the water evaporation;  eventually spray water to maintain the product creamy. With the
drying, the surface becomes shining. 
Verify the glossy effect and, if necessary, repeat the operation. 
After drying (24 hours abt.), to preserve more the shine and to avoid seepages and oily stains, food dirty,
etc. the application of an oil and water repellent sealer is suggested.

Packaging
Kg 1 - 10

Characteristics
The use of high-level abrasive substances combined with chemical substances and sealing synthetic and
natural resins performs a perfect chemical-mechanical polishing. 

Important
Before the use, consulting always safety data sheet and TESTING IN A SMALL, HIDDEN, AREA IS
ALWAYS RECOMMENDED BEFORE THE APPLICATION
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